Using the Topaz XL 22” Video Magnifier

From Right to Left the controls are as follows. Each dial on the control panel has a button in its center.

**Green Power Switch** – This left right toggle switch turns on and off the Topaz

**Blue Color Selection Dial** – Turning this dial changes the contrast and color settings of the Topaz from Photo, High Contrast Positive, High Contrast Negative, etc.

**Black Magnification Dial** – The knob in the middle of the controls adjusts the magnification level. Left to zoom out and right to zoom in.

**Freeze Frame** – This button on the Magnification Dial freezes the image on the screen. To turn it off press the button a second time.

**Yellow Brightness Dial** – The leftmost dial controls brightness of the video.

**Find Button** – This button in the center of the Brightness Dial places crosshairs on the screen and zooms out so that the user can find a location to read on the document. The button only displays the crosshairs when it is held down and zooms back in when released.

**Focus Lock and Position Locator Beam Button** – This button is located on the bottom of the control panel at the left side. When pressed once the Focus Lock turns on. When pressed a second time it turns off the Focus Lock and turns on the Locator Beam. Pressing the button a third time turns both off.
Additional Controls:

**Table Lock** – Front and Center there is a lock switch for the XY Table. This switch applies tension to the rails for the XY Table to slow it down or to lock it into place.

**Line and Masking Controls** – Under the plastic cover at the bottom of the Control Panel there are controls for the Lines and Masking functions. The left dial is for adjusting the height of the lines or mask. The toggle switch in the middle is for switching between the various Lin and Mask options. The dial to the right is for adjusting the Width of the lines or masks.

Troubleshoot:

- **On/Off** - If the Topaz is not turning On or off check the master power switch on the right side back by the reading lights.
- **Still Image** - If the picture is not moving press the Freeze Frame Button on the Black Magnification Dial.